DREAMING OF BYE-GONE DAYS

Words & Music by Eugene R. Kenney
LATEST INSTRUMENTAL HIT
Characteristic, Original and Out of the Ordinary. This one is bound to please everyone. Try it over.

ORIENTAL BELLES
INTERMEZZO TWO-STEP.
By JOSÉ VELASQUEZ.

Allegro.
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Dreaming of Bye-gone Days

Moderato

EUGENE R. KENNEDY

A - mid the flow - ers grow - ing in the lane,
Long years have past since she and I last met,

Two
Yet

lovers stood and spoke in whispers low.
in my heart a fondness lingers still.

A
The

fond embrace, a promise and goodbye,
hair has turned to white like falling snow,

They
The
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GET A COPY OF THE LATEST SET OF WALTZES
HEART TO HEART—By Geo. L. Velmore
Ported slowly each their way to go. The form is bent, and weaker grows the will. A

Promises there given, meant joy in years to come, To scene once more arises, the years gone by return, when both, the maid and youth upon that day. The dew upon the flowers like falling gain we're walking down life's silver stream. A sweet and loving voice upon the tears, the rising sun then soon did drive away. Air brings joy to cheer me in my last ing dream.
DREAMTIME — THREE-STEP INTERMEZZO
CATCHY, INSPIRING AND IRRESISTABLY PRETTY. PLAYED EVERYWHERE.
POPULAR MUSICAL SUCCESSES

BIG MUSICAL HIT

DREAMTIME
THREE-STEP INTERMEZZO

Being Played by Every Orchestra in the Country

"DREAMTIME"
THREE STEP.

by OTTO AUBRACH

Easy to Play

Catchy Inspiring and Irresistibly Pretty

Very Original

Once Heard Can Never be Forgotten

Try These Few Measures
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WESTERN LIFE

MARCH AND TWO-STEP
FULL OF DASH AND SWING. MOST POPULAR TWO-STEP IN THE COUNTRY. PLAYED BY SOUSA'S BAND. A FAVORITE WITH EVERYBODY.

WESTERN LIFE.

MARCH - TWO STEP.
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No music cabinet is complete without these three popular numbers. These compositions can be obtained from your music dealer, or if not, send 25c. to the publisher.

Charles I. Davis
Music Publisher
Cleveland, O.

LATEST SENTIMENTAL BALLAD THAT WILL PLEASE EVERYONE. A STORY THAT APPEALS TO EVERY MAN, WOMAN, AND CHILD.

When the Autumn Turns the Leaves from Green to Gold.

Words by WM. COVENT.
Music by GEO. A. REED, Jr.
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